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Engineering receives ABET accreditation
Ribeiro joins space station research at NASA
Sally Jongsma
August 28 was a red-
letter day for Dordt's engineering
department. The department
received word that its engineer-
ing program had earned ac-
creditation by the Engineering




"ABET accreditation does not
change anything about our pro-
gram," says Professor Charles
Adams, chairman of the depart-
ment. . 'But it does give the pro-
gram and our graduates national
recognition." ABET accredita-
tion is also recognized in Canada.
That recognition is the reason
engineering fuculty decided to
apply for accreditation. ''Although
we knew we were graduating peo-
ple able to enter the workplace as
practicing engineers, many com-
panies will not offer positions to
anyone who has not graduated
from an accredited institution,"
Adams adds.
Five years ago Kevin Smit
('86) completed the Dordt
engineering program and went to
work at Boeing Aircraft. He was
required to spend two years as an
assistant engineer because his
degree did not come from an ac-
credited institution. This past
summer, senior Carl Alberda also
worked at Boeing. Although he
proved himself through a summer
internship, he had to call Adams
in late August to find out if the
department had received official
word of accreditation. Itmade the
difference as to whether he would
be offered a position following
graduation next spring.
"We've worked to develop a
rigorous program that is con-
sciously Christian in its approach
to technology," says Adams.
"We were not willing to com-
Sally Jongsma
By early June, Dr. Paulo
Ribeiro was settling in for ten
weeks at NASA's Lewis
Research Center in Ohio. As a
research fellow, his assignment
was to propose possible designs
for the power distribution system
for NASA's proposed lunar base.
The base is projected to be fully
operational by 2010.
The base, says Ribeiro, will be
composed of several parts in-
cluding a space research station,
a launching pad, a power supply,
a possible mining area, and a
habitat for researchers. Its pur-
pose will be to collect space en-
promise our approach in order to
achieve accreditation." That ap-
proach includes not only
awareness of the ethical respon-
sibilities of Christian engineers,
but also understanding of how
design, processes, and application
are shaped by one's perspective.
Compromise wasn't necessary.
Dordt's program, with only a few
minor adjustments, received ac-
creditation on its first application.
ABET has become increasingly
open to small, innovative pro-
grams that can demonstrate they
are doing a good job. They also
look favorably on programs that
are set in a strong liberal arts
context.
"Our graduates and upper class
students were an important factor
in the accreditation process,"
says Adams. Site visitors were
impressed with students' commit-
ment and knowledge. Graduates
have been highly respected at in-
stitutions such as the University
of Ottawa, the University of
Washington, the University of
California at Santa Barbara, and
Auburn University. For several
years already, Iowa State has in
effect said, "Send us more of
your graduates."
Engineering graduates from
Dordt have been successful in
corporations such as Boeing,
Maytag, Motorola, Control Data,
Hewlitt Packard, Rockwell, and
Cargill.
The ABET accreditation makes
Dordt one of only four or five
private liberal arts colleges in the
United States who have an ac-
credited engineering program.
According to the ABET 1990 An-
nual Report, it is the only private
liberal arts institution between the
Mississippi River and the West
Coast with an accredited pro-
gram. In Iowa, Dordt is one of
three schools with accredited pro-
grams; the others are the Univer-
vironmental, electronic, biolog-
ical, and astronomical data.
NASA anticipates that it will also
serve as the main back-up for the
space station Freedom. Construc-
tion of Freedom is slated to begin
by the end of the decade.
"Dozens of researchers are
working on a variety of aspects
of the proposed base," says
Ribeiro. "We each have a small
part that will later be incorporated
itt the final design."
Because of Ribeiro's expertise
in power distribution systems, he
was asked to propose several basic
topologies for a power distribu-
tion system that would link the









sity of Iowa and Iowa State
University.
"Our goal has always been to
be redeeming agents in the world
of technology," says Adams.
"ABET accreditation gives us the
tools to better accomplish that
goal." D
Senior TimHoward from San Marcos,
California, will graduate with an em-
phasis in mechanical engineering. He
plans to begin looking for a job next
spring. About his program, he says,
"The professors are top quality."
"We are currently looking at a
centralized integrated system,
rather than individual units each
having its own power supply,"
says Ribeiro. That plan makes the
project similar to work Ribeiro
has done on distribution systems
for utility companies. "It seems
that an integrated system would
be better stewardship since it
would require sending up less
mass in equipment. " Each pound
of material that needs to be
launched into space costs nearly
$20,000, Ribeiro adds.
Although solar panels will
definitely be used as part of the
power supply, other sources are
also needed because the base will
be in darkness for 14 days at a
time. Nuclear, laser, and helium
fueled power sources are all be-
ing considered.
Regardless of the choice,
Ribeiro's job of finding the best
way to distribute the power re-
mains. After drawing up several
alternative plans, he spent a
substantial part of the summer
testing them through computer
simulation programs. The soft-
ware was the same as that used
in his graduate research and that
he continues to use in his teaching
and research at Dordt.
However, because of dif-
ferences in temperature, insula-
continued on page 4
"'Our goal has














Each fall as I watch
studentsflockingback to campus,
I feel a tinge of regret that I am
not one of them. I remember my
college years as exciting and
vibrant years--meeting new peo-
ple, becomingmore independent,
wrestling with new ideas.
I suppose some would say the
fact that I turned forty this year
colors my reaction with the pink
glowof nostalgia. I remember the
sense of accomplishment I had
after writing a goodpaper, thejoy
of finding a new friend who
thought like I did, the sense of
wonder after learning something
I'd never encountered before, the
realizationthat my faith reallydid
connect with my everyday life.
Energy and enthusiasm for life
were close to the surface.
Maybe that's why I've chosen
to work on a college campus. As
a forty-year-old I still think col-
lege is an exciting place. Let me
share some of the reasons why I
feel that way.
• In preparing to write the ar-
ticle on the engineering pro-
gram's accreditation, I read
alumni responses to question-
naires sent out by the deJl'lf!I!}ent.
The sense of energy and commit-
ment that seems to move these
graduates to work for the Lord in
the area of technology made me
happy and proud to be a part of
Dordt College.
• I watched the Dordt Rep
Theatre and over one hundred
high school students from local
Christian and public high schools
join with singer/composer Ken
Medema in an exuberant yet
thoughtful and gripping perfor-
mance of Medema's work, "The
New Connection." I was glad
that an audience filled with high
school and college students-
including my own-could share
in contemporary Christian art
work that speaks to who they are
and how they are connected to
Christ and each other.
• I watched faculty return
from a summer' s work in-
vigorated by things they learned
and did, committed to including
more writing in their courses and
trying new methods to improve
the quality of the education that
is offered here.
• I watched this fall as flags of
countries represented by our stu-
dent body were raised over cam-
pus, reminding me that we are a
global communityand church. As
people of different nationalities
live and work together all of us
gain a richer understandingof the
breadth of Christ's kingdom.
• I listened excitedly to Dr.
Paulo Ribeiro describe his work
for NASA's Lewis Research
Center, convinced with him that
Christians need to claim this part
of the creation for the Lord, too.
• I enjoyed the opportunity to
see the physicalprowess of young
athletes gracefully using the
talents they've been given to
score a soccer goal or 'kill' a ball
in volleyball.
• I rejoiced with everyone else
when Nigerian student, Kabba
Jalloh, finally returned to campus
this WI. As a community our joy
was soon etched with sadness
as the symptoms of his debili-
tating illness returned. As a com-
munity we hold him up in prayer
to God and rest on His promises.
•I listened in anticipation, as
did everyone else, at the an-
nouncementof the Sovietcoupon
August 19. And as I talked to Dr.
John Visser in preparation for the
article in this issue, I was inspired
by the project in which he par-
ticipated and convicted of the
need to reach beyond our comfor-
table communities.
What is truly exciting is to see
Christians busy in the world in
which they live, whether they are
on a college campus or
somewhere else. We often talk
about the need to be busy in
Christ's kingdom. Sometimes the
phrase almost loses its meaning.
But here, on this campus, I see
the Spirit moving people to
action-for His kingdom. 0
From the president
Approximately two years ago
the engineeringdepartmentbegan
the long and arduous process of
applying for accreditation by the
AccreditingBoard of Engineering
and Technology(ABET).We are
pleased to bave been awarded
accreditation and wish to con-
gratulate the department for this
recognition.
But, if we knew that our
programwasof high quality, why
did we go through the time-
consuming process of seeking
accreditation? Was it worth it?
The legitimacy of that question
seemed to be confirmed by an
article in The Chronicle of Higher
Education (September 18, 1991)
titled "Specialized Accrediting
Agencies Cballenged by Campus
Officials." The article states that
a number of academic ad-
ministrators feel their campuses
are being held hostage by
specialized accrediting groups.
Convinced that' too many ac-
creditors are wielding too much
power at too high a cost, some
presidents are ready to say,
"We'll just go with the regional
accreditors and let the specialized
groups go their own way."
However, technology is con-
stantly changing and new pro-
grams are being developed. Ac-
crediting officials point out that
"there was a large disparity in the
quality of the programs being
developed. The professional
organizations were getting calls
from students, parents, and
employers asking, How can you
tell the difference between good
and bad programs?"
We believe this is an ap-
propriate question: How can you
tell the difference? The obvious
answer is that standardsof qnality
must be set forth so that programs
can be evaluated and certified.
The Dordt College engineering
program's evaluation and ac-
creditation by ABET, a group
recognized by both the Education
Department and the Council on
Postsecondary Accreditation, in-
dicates that we not only have met
our own standards, but also those
set up by professional
organizations,
Now we can assure prospec-
tive students, as well as their
parents, that our engineeringpro-
gram is a "good" program. Our
faculty and present students can
be encouraged, knowing they
are part of a program that has
met the requirements set by a
recognized accrediting board.
Our graduates will find it easier
to gain entrance into the
workplace or graduate school.
And what especially pleases us
is that all of this happened with
a program that is clearly in




some agencies may have occa-
sionally abused their power-
does not wish to join the argu-
ment against specialized ac-
crediting agencies. On the con-
trary, I rejoice in being able to
say that our engineeringprogram,
as well as our social work pro-
gram, is accredited. But then I
want to go on to make clear that
we are committedto the continual
improvement of the quality of
every aspect of our curriculum.
Why? Because we have always
claimed excellence as an institu-
tion of Christian higher educa-
tion, and we must continue to do
what is necessary to support that
claim. 0
For several years Dordt
College has had a four-year
engineering program. Much
time and effort was put into
the development of the
program-securing faculty,
building facilities, and setting
forth a curriculum that included
the required courses in
engineering.
When recruiting students we
felt we could legitimately claim
that our engineeringprogram was
of high quality. The faculty
brought with them both academic
preparation and engineering ex-
perience. The curriculum was
comparable to that of other ap-
proved programs. Our graduates
were able to gain entrance into
engineering positions and
recognized graduate programs.
The facilities supported the cur-
riculum. And, what is most im-
portant, the program reflected a
perspective that, according to
Dordt's statement of purpose,
was designed to equip students
with both the theoretical
understanding and the practical
ability to be reformingly busy in
the world of technology.
Dr. J.B. Hulst
Engineering student Long Ho draws on the expertise of Dr. Paulo Ribeiro in the electronics laboratory.
Engineering program demands hard work
and produces respected graduates
Sally Jongsma
Dordt' s engineering pro-
gram began in 1980 and offers
emphases in electrical and
mechanical engineering. The pro-
gram includes an average of 60
students, graduating up to 15
engineers each year. A typical
engineering class has a faculty-
student ratio of I: 10, giving
students the benefit of working
closely with professors who take
an interest in each one of their
students.
"One of the main emphases in
our program is teaching." says
Adams. Beginning students take
classes with experienced pro-
fessors, not 24-year-old graduate
students with no experience or
desire to be teaching. Professors
are not under the intense pressure
of those in large universities to
bring research dollars for the
department. Yet they do research
and keep abreast of developments
in their field.
The program's standards have
always been stringent and
challenging. Students take the 14
courses that make up the college's
core curriculum and must keep a
full schedule of engineering
courses if they plan to graduate
in four years. "Engineering stu-
dents work hard," adds Adams.
The program itself is designed
to be integrated. Communication
skills, social awareness, Christian
perspective, aesthetic sensitivity,
and technical expertise are all im-
portant components.
"Our overall purpose," says
Adams, "is to train engineers to
serve. Design is not neutral. It
can be obedient to God's Word or
it can be disobedient. We want
our students to be concerned with
the kind of products they design,
the responsible use of resources,
and the effects on people. " They
also want graduates to be able to
communicate their ideas clearly
to others.
Dordt is well-equipped to offer
a rigorous undergraduate pro-
gram. Although state universities
can boast more high-tech equip-
ment, undergraduates rarely get
to use it. Students at Dordt always
have access to computers equip-
ped with a variety of specialized
software programs. Class sizes
and course sequences accom-
modate all students in the pro-
gram. In contrast, those attending
large universities usually need to
sign up, wait, and hope they can
get on a computer before an
assignment is due. Graduates
repeatedly report that, after talk-
ing with fellow graduate students,
they are grateful for the ready ac-
cess they had to equipment.
Van Gaalen returns with Ph.D and research award
Nolan Van Gaalen
returned to Dordt this fall after a
three year leave to complete his
doctoral degree in mechanical en-
gineering from Iowa State Uni-
versity (ISU) in Ames, Iowa. His
dissertation, "Methods of
Measuring the Solubility and Vis-
cosity of Lubricating Oil/Refrig-
erant Mixtures at High Discharge
Pressures and Temperatures,"
was the result of research he com-
pleted on fluids used in refrigera-
tion compressors.
Recent advances in compressor
designs have forced engineers to
find mixtures of lubricating oil
and refrigerants that will operate
efficiently under high pressures
and temperatures, says Van
Gaalen. Another impetus for the
project was the need to explore
alternative types of refrigerants
that will be less hazardous to the
ozone layer.
A major part of Van Gaalen's
work was to construct an ap-
paratus to measure the solubilities
and viscosities of these oil-
refrigerant mixtures to find the
most efficient combinations to use
in compressors. Even though
some of the refrigerants tested
will be banned by the end of the
decade, the equipment built will
be needed to study a new genera-
tion of refrigerants that are cur-
rently being developed.
Van Gaalen's project was funded
initially by ASHRAE, the Amer-
ican Society of Heating, Refriger-
ating, and Air-Conditioning Engi-
neers. The third year of his re-
search was supported by a major
appliance company so that its en-
gineers could obtain data neces-
sary for designing compressors.
"Due to the nature of the
research, this project had an ex-
tremely narrow focus on one part
of the total industry," says Van
Gaalen, who likes to see the big-
ger picture. But as he states in the
acknowledgement section of his
dissertation, one aspect of the
relevance of this work is the ex-
tent to which it somehow con-
tributes to better stewardship of
energy resources and the environ-
ment within the refrigeration in-
dustry in its transition to alter-
native working fluids.
Van Gaalen has presented his
research at several conferences.
He presented the final stage of his
doctoral research to the June
meeting of ASHRAE in In-
dianapolis. InAugust he attended
the International Congress of
Refrigeration in Montreal to pre-
sent a paper on the apparatus he
developed to measure the oil and
refrigerantmixtures. While there,
he. took part in a two-day
workshop to provide the United
States Department of Energy with
recommendations for a long-term
plan of research and development
that will aid our transition from
ozone-depleting refrigerants to
alternative fluids that are en-
viromnental1y safe and energy ef-
ficient. 0
The records of past graduates
speak well of the program. All
who have applied to graduate
school were accepted. Seniors
have received awards for their
senior design projects for five
consecutive years. Summer in-
ternships have often led to full-
time positions. Membership in
student chapters of professional
organizations have put engineer-
ing majors in touch with people
working in the field. Each year
the new graduates are hired by
large corporations and small
companies.
During the next year the
department plans to formalize an
internship program for its
students. Many local businesses
are growing technologically and
need the services of engineers.
Nationwide there is a shortage of
engineers that will last for the
next decade, according to Adams.
And the demand for new
engineers continues to grow in
new areas every year.
"Over and over at professional
conferences we hear that com-
panies want broadly educated
engineers who can speak and
write as well as master technical
skills," says Adams. "We feel
Dordt' s program offers the best
of both worlds." 0
While doing his re-
search at ISU, VanGaalen worked
beside two Dordt engineering
graduates purstting doctoral de-
grees in mechanical engineer-
ing. Steve Eckels ('88) and Joe
Huber ('87) are also working
under ASHRAE grants to study
heat transfer characteristics of
new refrigerants.
"Iowa State is one of the few
places in the country to do this
type of work," says Van Gaalen.
At ISU Dordt graduates have
developed a strong reputation
for hard work and a solid
academic background. Van
Gaalen tells a story about his
doctoral defense. One of the pro-
fessors on his committee began
the meeting reminiscing about
his tenure on the mechanical
engineering graduate admissions
comntittee at ISU in the early
years of Dordt's engineering
department. He remembered
, "Our overall pur-
pose,' says Adams,
'is to train engineers
to serve. Design is
not neutral. It can
be obedient to God's
Word or it can be
disobedient. We
want our students to
be concerned with





Dr. Nolan Van Gaalen
receiving applications from two
students from "some small
school" in Northwest Iowa. The
transcripts looked pretty good,
so the comntittee decided to give
them a chance. Other Dordt
graduates followed, and they
soon learned that they could
accept anyone whom the Dordt
engineering department recom-
mended.
By now almost half of Dordt's
engineering graduates have gone
on to a number of graduate
schools around the country, find-
ing challenging research oppor-
tunities. Like their classmates
who took immediate engi-
neering employment, they have
established reputations for
diligent and thoughtful analysis,
opening the doors a little wider
for those who follow. The pro-
gram's recent accreditation by
ABET should make these op-
portunities even more available.
3
The proposed space station as pictured
by NASA would include several dif-
ferent areas: a power supply, a launch-
ing pad, a living area, and a mining
area.
Ribeiro urges mote Christians to enter science as profession
continued from page 1
tion, and pressure, he had to make
changes to fit lunar conditions.
NASA may want him to perma-
nently adapt these programs for use
in lunar planning and research.
Although the research position
was to last ten weeks, Ribeiro's
unexpected progress led his
supervisors to request a two-week
extension for last summer. They
have also encouraged him to
apply for a grant to continue some
of his work here at Dordt during
the school year and have asked
him to return again next summer.
Although the beginning stages
of the work were similar to what
Ribeiro has done before, he soon
got into some new territory. "It
was interesting and challenging,"
he says. "It opened my mind to
the whole idea of cosmic steward-
ship, rather than just stewardship
of this earth." .
"I also reflected on the
escatological implication of peo-
ple living and working in space.
We talk about the new earth, but
we should probably talk about the
new creation or the new heavens
and earth even though we don't
know .the details of life after
Christ's coming."
Above all, Ribeiro says, he
wants to encourage students and
faculty to take the ultimate
challenge of their discipline and
not be satisfied with comfortable
tasks. "We should take very
seriously the call to reform and
to lead in the area of technology.
The technological world is cry-
ing for direction-specific
direction-at this historical
moment," he says. "Quan-
titatively speaking, we need more
Christian scientists than we need
elementary teachers." 0








Dr. Paulo Ribeiro was
not the only Dordt researcher at
NASA's Lewis Research Center
this summer. Fifth year engineer-
ing student Doug Rylaarsdam of
Sioux Center. Iowa, spent twelve
weeks working to control "bad
vibes." His internship with
NASA put his electrical engineer-
ing interests to work on a project
with vibration isolation tech-
nology.
"We set up an apparatus to
control vibrations on experiments
done in a low-gravity setting,"
Rylaarsdam explains. "One of
the prime uses of space shuttle
missions is to perform ex-
periments in low-gravity settings.
One way to ensure better ac-
curacy of those experiments is to
control the vibrations surrounding
them."
Although some work was con-
tracted out for the project, only
five people were directly respon-
sible for it at Lewis. As one of the
five, Rylaarsdam, though only an
intern, was given a variety of
assignments.
"I worked with both the
theoretical and the practical areas
of the project," he says. "I did
some computer programming of
the software for the system, then
some circuit design on paper as
well. It was nice to see and do
both sides of the work: as
engineer and technician."
Rylaarsdam and his co-workers
spent much time setting up and
working directly on the system,
testing its various parts, and
"playing around with it-trying
to get it to work as intended."
Like the other 200 interns
employed at Lewis last summer,
Rylaarsdam was assigned a men-
tor. His mentor was also his pro-
ject manager, Joe Lubomski.
"He made sure I had the en-
vironment I needed to do my
work well," says Rylaarsdam.
"He even sent me a variety of in-
ternal NASA technical memos
before I left for Cleveland as
background on the several years
of the .project's stages."·
Working for NASA is not
necessarily a matter of knowing
the right people. Rylaarsdam says
NASA has internships for a vari-
ety of ages, even high school
students. He saw the opportunity
as a job listing in a magazine and
went through the regular applica-
tion process. It was only by coin-
cidence that Dr. Paulo Ribeiro of
the Dordt engineering faculty was
also working on a NASA project
at Lewis at the same time. The
two rarely crossed paths.
Rylaarsdam's stay at Lewis
was his second engineering in-
ternship. In the summer of 1990
he spent ten weeks at Washington
State University at Pullman.
There he worked as an assistant
to a graduate student in a National
Science Foundation-funded pro-
ject, writing computer models to
simulate transistors.
Reflecting on his internships,
he says, "I really appreciate the
framework I've been given at
Dordt. I am able to go into a
new environment. observe, and
make judgements. I am more
able to deal with a variety of
situations than I was a few years
ago. I don't simply accept the
'how and why' of other people's
work. Perspective and world
view do show through, and I
found it challenging to put my
Christianity to use. It's
surprising-the discussions we
had with company or division
personnel about aspects of the
work-you can't have those
discussions without beliefs play-
ing a role. There is always some
reflection of the values and
motivation of the person. They
aren't always bad, but my Chris-
tian approach is different."
Rylaarsdam says he may apply
for a NASA internship again for
next summer and hopes to enter








































































Rep Theatre joins Ken Medema in original musical
Sally Jongsma
Three thousand teenagers
sat spellbound during the Dordt
Repertory Theatre's performance
of Ken Medema's "The New Con-
nection" at the Young Calvinist
Convention in Whitewater,
Wisconsin, this summer.
"I didn't know that Christians
could act so professionally," one
conventioneer said in surprised
appreciation to director Verne
Meyer. Meyer takes such remarks
as the compliment they are in-
tended to be, but also bristles just
a bit.
"We [Christians] don't even
dream, we almost expect each
other to fail;' he says passionately
as he reflects on the place of art
in the Christian community, He
and the other theatre arts faculty,
John Hofland and James
Koldenhoven, work hard to train
skilled performers who can speak
to their communities through art.
For this summer's performance
Meyer, scene designer John
Hofland, and costume designer
Shirley Matheis reworked
Medema's musical, "The New
Connection," which had origi-
nally been scripted by a group of
Baptist Christians. Meyer
changed the focus from what he
considered a moralistic pietism to
fit his Reformed understanding of
what the 'new connection' in
Christ means for contemporary
Christians.
This summer was the first time
the Dordt Rep Theatre teamed up
with Ken Medema, but it is not
likely to be the last. Medema has
already suggested the possibility
of working with the Rep Theatre
to tour "The New Connection;' and
Meyer is always eager to perform
what he calls good "tribe" art.
"High art, tribe art, and
popular art all help us see
ourselves as human beings," says
Meyer. He explains that Dordt has
typically presented all three: high
art pieces like "A Midsummer
Photos by Edwin De Jong
Night's Dream," tribe art such as
"The New Connection;' and pop-
ular art like "The Music Man."
Meyer uses Dr. -Nick
Wolterstorffs definition of tribe
art: art produced by and for a
specific tribe. He notes that Dordt
has a history of commitment to
producing such work in the form
of creative dramatics for children,
drama for people with disabilities,
or original works by Christian
artists.
"Producing stuff like this is
hard work," he says, "but we are
committed to doing it because it
enables us to carry out our
responsibility as a prophetic voice
in the Christian community." He
is convinced of the need to do
theatre in a professional setting
that is not pietistic or snobbish
and yet does speak about who and
what we are and how that relates
to what we do.
Over the years the Dordt
theatre arts department has worked
with a number of Christian artists,
rewriting or scripting their works
for performance. They have col-
laborated with writers and com-
posers Sietze Buning, James
Schaap, James Heynen, Ken
Medema, and James Ward. They
have also worked with student
playwrights. It is usually these
works that the Rep Theatre brings
on tour to schools and com-
munities across North America.
"When art enables us to com-
municate, it serves its finest func-
tion," says Meyer.
"The New Connection" opens
with a drape covering two choirs,
a metaphor for people's use of in-
stitutions like denominations to
separate themselves from each
other and God. Even after the
drape is removed faces are still
covered by masks. The idea for
this approach came from Luther's
comment that others see Christ by
looking into our faces. Masks,
whether real or figurative, cover
the identity of Christ in us. In
order to make that new connec-
tion in Christ Christians need to
tear off the masks that divide and
hide them from each other and
God.
"The New Connection" spoke
to people on a variety of different
levels. Nevertheless Meyer feels
that it is accessible to a wide range
of people. "Grade school children
can see it and appreciate it;
artists or philosophers will
undoubtedly see more depth. It
doesn't matter if everyone doesn't
see everything there is to see in
the play. The point is that the
piece is unified and holds together
regardless of the experience of the
viewer."
The combination of music,
dance, drama, and scenery create
a medium that gives the audience
many different ways to experience
the work. It also creates the op-
portunity to ask questions and fur-
ther reflect on how this work of
art relates to their lives.
"The Creator made us playful
creatures able to imagine and
communicate through the media
of paint, music, and dramatic ac-
tion," says Meyer. "We honor him
when we use this potential to
work at what it means to be his
creatures in his world." D
Heidi Kooi from Lantana, Florida,
Christina Breems from Prinsburg, Min-
nesota, and Diane Bandstra from
Oskaloosa, Iowa, enjoyed the Rep
Theatre's visit to the Young Calvinist
Convention as much as the audience did.
, 'Producing stuff
like this is hard
work, but we are
committed to doing
it because it enables







Dualisms, Dichotomies, Dualities, and Distinctions
world, a kingdom in which the
earth is redeemed under
theocratic rule of God. The
church, however, has nothing to
do with this world. It is an-
tithetical to earthly realities at
every turn, for it is a heavenly
people, and its destiny is
thoroughly otherworldly. The
Jew hopes for Messiah and his
earthly, political kingdom. The
Christian hopes for communion
with Christ in heaven.
It all made sense to Darby.
After all, didn't God tell
Abraham that his descendants
would be as numerous as the stars
in the sky, that his offspring
would be as nwnerous as the sand
on the seashore? Abraham gave
birth to two peoples. One would
be his physical offspring, and
they would rule the earth as the
people of promise. The other,
Abraham's spiritual descendants,
would be those who followed him
in faith, and they would lay claim
to the heavens by regeneration, a
birth for above.
I became a Christian while in
the military nineteen years ago.
All my new Christian friends told
me that I needed to go to a Bible
institute when I got out of the ser-
vice so that I could learn how to
be an evangelist and serve the
Lord. Less than two months after
my discharge I was sitting in a
classroom learning to parse
Greek verbs. The theology that I
was introduced to in the Bible in-
stitute was the dispensationalism
of John Nelson Darby.
Darby's dispensationalism
never did sink in really. It all
seemed far too complex, too ar-
tificial (I guess that's why it
always came with charts). But as
I had been a high school drop out,
it was important to me to finish
something, and I was learning the
Bible. Upon graduation, I knew
that I couldn't afford to go on for
Dr'. Michael Williams more schooling right away. I
needed to find a job in order to
support my wife and the child we
were expecting. But finding a job
proved to be difficult. I dropped
in to talk to a pastor friend of
mine. I merely wanted to ask him
to keep an ear to the ground for
me, to let me know if he were to
hear of any work. This man was
my friend, but he was also a con-
sistent dispensationalist. I still
remember his reply to my simple
query. And it still hurts. He told
me that he was "a pastor of souls."
His job was to see to the spiritual
well-being of his flock, not their
physical needs, for the latter refers
to life of this world, and the
Christian has no relationship to it.
Thus, and these were his exact
words: "Your physical problems
are your own affair. I cannot help
you with them."
I recall having two fairly im-
mediate responses. First, even as
I rose to leave, I remember look-
ing down at my body and think-
ing: "If only I could tear out my
soul so that he could feed it, then
maybe I could transform that
nourishment into a more practical
currency, something to feed my
pregnant wife and pay the
landlord the rent that's due next
week." By the time I got to my
car, the second hit me. This
man's Christianity is not relevant
to life in the real world. Dispen-
sationalism's idea of the church
as a heavenly people doesn't
make sense of the world; it
simply doesn't apply to the world
in which I live the vast majority
of my life. If dispensationalism's
spiritual-physical dichotomy is
right, Christianity is at best a
part-time affair. It's no more than
something you do for a few hours
on Sunday. It makes for easy
religion, but it makes for a ter-
ribly impoverished existence.
We recently had a Pastor's
Conference here at Dordt. A cou-
ple of times during the discus-
sions and presentations, I heard
Reformational types disparaged
as dualism hunters. I've heard
this sort of characterization
before. More than once I've been
on the receiving end of the gibe.
You may have all the dualisms,
dichotomies, dualities, and
distinctions you like. I'll suffer
many. I'll join you in a few. But
when we begin to speak of Chris-
tianity in terms similar to the vi-
sion of Darby, I will call "foul."
A strictly spiritualistic Christi-
anity is quaint to talk about, but
it cannot be lived. When we make
easy distinctions between spiritual
and physical realities, we walk
very close to a heretical compart-
mentalization similar to the one
made by Darby.
Did I say "heresy?" That's not
a very polite term. After all, it
makes judgments; it sounds in-
tolerant; it typifies the speaker as
doctrinaire and unloving. How
can thinking of Christianity as a
spiritual religion be heresy?
When we define "spiritual" as
something akin to . 'other-
worldly." After all, don't we live
our entire lives before the face of
God? Isn't everything we do to be
spiritual service? Are we to pre-
tend we are otherworldly, invisi-
ble, incorporeal, even when our
feet hurt, even when the Psalmist
tells us that the earth is the
Lord's, even when Christ took on
our flesh, our humanity and earth-
liness? We speak heresy when we
limit God's rule to the inner life,
the pew, the sanctuary, and the
heavenly regions. We call him a
liar when he tells us that he is the
king of creation, the Lord of all,
the sovereign One.
As long as there are Christians
who think Darby's response to
the gospel is appropriate, I'll keep
my hunting license. D
In 1827 an Irish, Anglican
priest puzzled over Isaiah's vision
of the Day of the Lord. The
Hebrew expectation of a this-
worldly eschaton, a future in
which the creation is to play a
central part, didn't make sense to
this young clergyman. What was
he to do with the prophetic vision
of a future in which the Spirit of
God would be poured out, and the
entire creationwould see the reign
of God over all reality?
How could any of this be? From
his reading of the New Testament
the young clergyman was con-
vinced that the Christian has
nothing to do with this world. The
believer has been transferred from
the ruin of this world to the
kingdom of heaven. Even though
he still sojourns here below, the
believer's true home is in heaven,
for he is seated in the heavenly
places with Christ.
He couldn't put the two realities
together: "I'm heaven bound, but
the glorious, promised future of
God is bound up with the earth."
And then the most ingenious solu-
tion came to him. Both are true;
and they are not contradictory.
Yes, the Christian has nothing
more to do with this evil planet.
He is headed for heaven, and he
will never look back upon the
world he has left. But Isaiah is not
talking about the Christian and his
future. No, he's talking about
another people, and their destiny.
He's talking about the Jews.
And thus dispensationalism
was born. John Nelson Darby
theorized that God has two
peoples in Scripture, the Jews and
the church. These two peoples
enjoy very different relationships
to the world and have utterly dif-
ferent destinies. The Jews look
forward to a kingdom within this
, 'A strictly
spiritualistic Chris-
tianity is quaint to
talk about, but it
cannot be lived.









leave working on a doctoral pro-
gram at Florida State University.
A graduate of Dordt College and
Calvin Theological Seminary, he
has written and spoken exten-
sively in Christian Reformed
circles.
Kobes has long been interested
in world religions and their im-
pact on Christianity. He is cur-
rently doing research for a disser-
tation on Islam.
Michael Williams' education
spans a variety of educational in-
stitutions and worldviews. His
undergraduate work was done at
Moody Bible Institute, the
University of Michigan, and
Calvin College. He earned
graduate degrees at Harvard
Divinity School, Grand Rapids
Baptist Seminary, Calvin
Theological Seminary, and St.
Michael's College at the Univer-
sity of Toronto.
Williams has published
numerous articles in theological
journals and is a prolific book
reviewer. One focus of his
research and writing at present is
a Reformed understanding of
piety. He is committed to writing
on a popular level.
Michael Goheen attended
Miami Christian College and
Florida Atlantic Unviersity. He
completed his master's degree in
systematic theology at West-
minster Theological Seminary.
Before coming to Dordt,
Goheen taught theology at
Redeemer College and served as
theological director of the Pascal
Center, a research center at
Redeemer. He has also been a
church planter and pastor at the
First Presbyterian Church in
Unionville, Ontario. Goheen is
presently a doctoral candidate
with the Institute for Christian
Studies in cooperation with the
Free University of Amsterdam.D
John Vander Stelt came to
Dordt in 1968 to teach theology
and philosophy. He earned
degrees from Calvin College, the
Free University and Calvin
Theological Seminary. He also
served as a pastor in the Christian
Reformed Church.
Vander Stelt has been a strong
advocate for the advancement of
Christian higher education
throughout the world. From
1981-1989he served as executive
secretary of the International
Council for the Promotion of
Christian Higher Education.
Vander Stelt is currently chair-
man of the theology department
and teaches courses in theology
and philosophy. He also serves as
director of General Education
300, a capstone worldview course
for juniors and seniors.
Wayne Kobes, who came to






Theology studies faith life
Sally Jongsma
H'r
.I. heology is a very
dangerous science. Its elevation to
a necessary mediator between
God's MUrd and the believer
amounts to idolatry and testifies
to a fundamental misconception
concerning its real character and
position. If our salvation is depen-
dent on theological dogmatics and
exegesis, we are lost. For both of
them are human work, liable to
all kinds of error, disagreement in
opinion. and heresy ."
So begins the Theology 101
course syllabus.
Dordt theology professors
define theology as the study of
fuith life in response to God's
revelation. The words faith-life
and response are important.
Theology focuses on the dimen-
sion of our life concerned with
believing, prayer, worship, repen-
tance, surrender, and ultimate cer-
tainty. Because sin corrupts our
ability to see reality as it really is,
theological statements need to be
made with a certain humility,
acknowledging that people have
certain limitations, mispercep-
tions, and prejudices.
Although theology does not
make the college Christian,
theology is crucial at Dordt Col-
lege, says Dr. John Vander Stelt.
Theology studies basic biblical
principles and can give students
the foundation for a Christian
world-and-life view, therefore
providing the basis for all of their
activities as servants of the King.
"Theology is not just about get-
ting your doctrines straight," says
Dr. Michael Williams. "God's
Word is never merely about 'head
stuff or doctrine. If it does not
translate into real world relevant
categories, it is not useful to us."
Theology is an analytical reflec-
tion upon what Scripture calls the
path of thankful devotion, Christ-
centered obedience, and Spirit-
filled service in God's creation.
Although some students begin
Theology 101, Perspectives in
Biblical Theology, eager to learn
more about their faith, some
come into the introductory
theology class resigned to getting
another required course out of the
way. Some have attended church
school and catechism longer than
they'd like to remember. They
have a sense that they've had all
this before. To them, Theology
101 is just another hoop to jump
through in order to graduate.
"Such attitudes put tremendous
pressure on the department to
show the relevance of studying
theology," says Vander Stelt. And
department faculty take this
challenge very seriously.
Although theology is an academic
study of the discipline, professors
are deeply conscious of the
pastoral side of their work.
"What we discuss and profess
are life and death issues, issues
that are crucial to the heart and
life of the student," says Wtlliams.
Each professor wants his students
to grasp the urgency of the
discipline not as some static body
of knowledge, but as a commit-
ment to action in their lives.
Faculty are encouraged that
things fall into place for many
students in the introductory
course. They begin to understand
the biblical theme of creation,
fall, redemption, and consumma-
tion; they begin to see the nature
of grace, to understand their role
as stewards of creation, and to
recognize the promise of cosmic
restoration.
Rev. Michael Goheen, who
joined the department this full,
says that Theology 101 digs
deeper and has a broader sweep
than most students' previous in-
struction. "Catechctical instruc-
tion is a form of legitimate indoc-
trination, leading young people to
make public profession of their
faith."
"Catechism is a confessional
reflection," WIlliams agrees. "The-
ology has a critical reflective ele-
ment. Itmust lead students to re-
alize that it is okay to ask ques-
tions, to reflect more deeply on
their confession, to need to relate
their faith to their contemporary
setting. At the same time they need
to know that revelation holds." Such
study often leaves students more
conscious of the relevance of the
faith for their lives.
"Perspectives on Biblical The-
ology articulates a Christian faith
that revolves around an event-
centered drama," says Williams.
It assumes a covenantal context
and a kingdom focus. It addresses
teachings fundamental to cultural
and academic life: the image of
God, the cultural mandate, inter-
pretation of Scripture.
Vander Stelt lists several em-
phases that he and the others in
the department share. "We don't
want to teach simply concepts, but
realities. The kingdom is not a
concept, it is a way of living; the
king isn't simply a concept, he is
someone before whom we bow;
the covenant isn't simply a con-
cept, it is the basis for living."
Theology professors are deeply
interested in helping their students
see how their faith is relevant to
their daily life. "I encourage my
students to ask 'So what? How
does this affect the way I live,'''
says Williams.
Students are taught to see the
uniqueness of the Christian faith.
To do this they study the faiths of
non-Christians to understand how
different worldviews compete
with that of Scripture.
Each member of the depart-
ment strongly emphasizes the
need not only to "know" the
gospel, but to communicate it. At
present they are discussing how to
incorporate a stronger missions
emphasis in the curriculum.
And finally, the faculty want to
communicate the genius of being
reformational. Love for the triune
God and awareness of his king-
dom allows Christians to think
"bigger." God's sovereignty means
much more than redemption of in-
dividuals. It describes his right to
rule everything in creation.
"This Reformed worldview is
the only one that recognizes the
truly comprehensive scope of God's
rule over creation," says Goheen.
The kingdom and thus faith can-
not be limited to the inner life of
a Christian or shoved into some
future other-worldly heaven.
The reformational approach
helps answer the "So what?"
questions that Williams encour-
ages his students to ask because
it gives them a concrete, down-to-
earth reason for living here and
now. It does not simply look
ahead to the "then and there."
Both Williams and Goheen
bring a certain freshness to
teaching and learning theology at
Dordt. Neither comes out of a
Christian Reformed background.
"When you've had a worldview
change, excitement is right on the
surface,' says Goheen, adding the
analogy "When you've been
eating and drinking bread and
water, you appreciate steak much
more than if you have it all the
time."
Williams adds, "Coming from
a dispensationalist, Baptisttradi-
tion, I see a vitality here that
others who have grown up
Reformed probably take for
granted."
They hope to instill some of
their enthusiasm in the 250 plus
students they teach each semester.
They already know that, although
theology is not catechism, it has
served to change the lives and
deepen the commitment of a
goodly number of students over
the years.
Dordt offers a bachelor of arts
degree in genetal theology. Students
can also combine a major in theol-
ogy with elementary or secondary
education. The theology curricu-
lum hegins with a five-course sur-
vey of Scripture. Optional courses
focus on mission and evangelism,
sects and creeds, world religions,
North American Protestantism,
and Calvin's Institutes.
Theology majors enter a variety
of careers. Graduates enter the
ministry, teach Bible, serve in
mission programs, or participate
in other service programs. Others
go into law, social work, jour-
nalism, counseling, business,
government, or psychology.
Whatever the choice, theology
deepens insight into how we live
and work and relate to one
another as believers. 0
, 'We don't want to
teach simply con-
cepts, but realities.
The kingdom is not
a concept, it is a way
of living; the king
isn't simply a con-
cept, he is someone
before whom we
bow; the covenant
isn't simply a con-
cept, it is the basis
for living."









During the tirst days of the coup, VISSerand his group rode past tanks sitting poised
on the streets of Moscow.
Soviet coup coincides with business
Political events present unforeseen opportunities for a group of
"Our families were probably
more worried than we were," con-
tinues Visser, who could not get
a phone callout to his family. The
situation could well have been
more dangerous, since tanks and
guns were poised for action.
Anti-coup demonstrators began
to build barricades and gather in
large numbers, particularly around
the Russian Parliament Building.
However, the coup ended just two
days later, and work on the pro-
ject gained in momentum.
Sally Joagsma
On Monday morning,
August 19,Dr. John Visser awoke
after his long flight to Moscow to
the news of the coup.
"Dr. John Bernbaurn walked in-
to our room with a short wave
radio and told us that hardliners
had taken over the country,"
recalls Visser, who at first thought
the report was a joke. Only after
the third retelling did they realize
that there was no joke.
will give them the kind of cur-
riculum they want." In addition,
they have heard about the reputa-
tion of private American colleges
and want to emulate their work.
"The idea of integrating faith
and work seems almost nonexis-
tent among Christians in Russia,"
Visser continues. "The Russian
Orthodox Church is a place to go
to follow liturgical patterns and
reverence icons. It seems com-
pletely separated from day-to-day
life."
Designing course modules based
on a Christianworldview provides
a values-based curriculum and, at
the same time, gives those who
are interested the opportunity to
make connections between faith
and practice. Visser found himself
sitting up late into the night, pep-
pered with questions from a
group of Soviet professors and
translators. Some of them were
seeking to understand the Chris-
tian faith;others were interested in
what drives such a commitment.
But aUof them were looking for
concrete help in reshaping their
curriculum and their economy.
Eastern College took the lead in
setting up the curriculum writing
project. The curriculum is com-
posed of twelve modules, each
written by a Christian business
professor. Proposals for the pro-
gram were passed back and forth
until July, 1991, when the final
agreement was signed in Moscow.
Funding was provided by an
anonymous donor as well as the
Russian State Committee for
Higher Education. Five Russian
universities or institutes partici-
pated; faculty from nine Christian
colleges from the United States
are participating.
To find the best candidates for
the project, Geiger and Bernbaum
contacted the Coalition's 81
member schools and Christian
faculty in other institutions. In
many cases they had as many as
seven to nine applicants for each
of the twelve course modules.
"We were especially interested
in candidates with international
experience," says Bernbaum. ''As
it turns out, over two-thirds of our
final selection had done work
overseas in transitional
economies."
Visser has primary respon-
sibility for the module in interna-
tional business, a course. he has
taught at Dordt since 1979.His in-
terest in international business
began in the early '70s while
working in the international divi-
sion of a large bank in Chicago
and later in a small import/export
company. More recently he has
kept in touch with international
business developments by serving
on an advisory board charged
with advancing international
business education among Iowa
and South Dakota businesses and
colleges. He has also served as a
consultant to businesses seeking
to develop overseas markets.
Visser began his work early this
summer, writing course objec-
tives, compiling a bibliography,
and collecting journal articles as
resources. He even ordered a
shipment of textbooks, which, in-
cidentally, never made it into the
Soviet Union.
Once in the Soviet Union,
Visser and each of his fellow
American professors were
grouped with four Soviet pro-
fessors. In addition to teaching
unfamiliar concepts, they dis-
cussed pedagogy and how to
relate certain concepts to the Rus-
sian situation. They simulated real
business situations to give a con-
crete idea of what businesses can
do while operating in the transi-
tional Russian economy.
Visser was impressed with the
people in his group. "They worked
hard and caught on quickly," he
says. But they are at a severe
disadvantage because of a short-
age of academic resources. Most
professors don't have computers
or access to data bases or western
journals. Students are sometimes
without textbooks, and even
calculators are in short supply.
"The Russian faculty are very
bright, but have been educated
from the top down," Geiger says.
"Concepts like consumer
demands are foreign to them, and
it will take time for them to get
a sense of how the dynamics of a
market economy works."
By the end of the three-week
consultation, the American
faculty had a clear picture of the
scope of the project and the dif-
ficulties they would have to face:
the lack of printed materials and
computers; the unpredictable
political, economic, and legal
community; poor communication
systems between the U.S. and
Russia; the difficulty of finding
good translators who understand
business; and the narrow training
of Russian faculty. Nevertheless,
the participants are excited and
optimistic about their opportunity
to serve their Russiancounterparts.
Parts of the modules will prob-
ably be used in Soviet business
classes already this year, says
Visser. Over the winter the
American professors will com-
plete their modules, with the
assistance of the Russian faculty
and, hopefully, FAX machines.
They plan to return to Moscow
next summer for further work
with Russian business and
economics faculty. It is hoped that
continued on page 9
, 'Visser at first
thought the report
was a joke. , ,
Russian citizens constructed barricades
of anything they could find in front of
the Parliament building.
It was a sobering moment for
the twelve American Christian
college faculty and Christian Col-
lege Coalition vice-president, Dr.
John Bernbaum, who were about
to begin a three-week "Consulta-
tion on Management and
Economics." The consultation
was part of a project in which the
group worked with professors
from five Soviet universities to
develop a Master of Business Ad-
ministration curriculum based on
Christian values.
They began their week as
planned, taking a bus the 26 miles
to Moscow. ''As we drove to our
meeting place, we saw columns of
tanks and armored trucks
alongside the highway and around
the communist party headquarters
and other key buildings," says
Visser. Although they met as
scheduled, they adjourned early
so they could get to the American
embassy before dark. "We in-
tended to stay if at all possible, but
we felt it was important to let the
State Department know we were
there and at the same time get the
latest information. A crowd of
Russians were waiting outside,
clutching personal documents. We
were told to sit tight, they were
not recommending that anyone
leave yet."
The idea for the project was
born in October, 1990, when a
group of rectors and vice rectors
visited the United States at the in-
vitation of the Christian College
Coalition. While visiting Eastern
College in St. Davids, Penn-
sylvania, the Russian guests
became interested in Eastern's
Christian values-based MBA
program.
"In our talks, the Russians con-
finned over and over again that
values and justice are important
to them," says Dr. Linwood Geiger,
dean of graduate business programs
at Eastern College. "They believe
that a market economy can pro-
duce great prosperity, but it
doesn't offer much for the poor.
But they also believe that Chris-
tians do care about the poor and
decided that our faculty could in-
troduce them to a marketeconomy
and help them relearn their pre-
revolutionary Christian values."
Visser says that in his work with
Soviet professors it became ob-
vious that they did not want a free
market system if it meant
everyone could do as they wished.
He adds, "Even though many of
the professors are not necessarily
interested in the Christian faith,
they see that basing a business
curriculum on Christian values
Professors toured several Soviet manu-





geographic area, making the pros-
pects for healthy competition un-
likely. Most prices are unrelated
to the true costs of the resources
necessary to bring the products to
market, and few people know how
to determine the demand for cer-
tain goods. Property rights are
still essentially non-existent.
Borders are not well defined, and
with the rising sense of na-
tionalism, it is difficult to say
which resources are available and
for whom.
All this, says Visser, has led to
a pervading sense of pessimism
among the Soviet people. The ma-
jority have little, if any, con-
fidence in communism, govern-
ment, newspapers, or anything of-
ficial. However, they also lack
confidence in democracy and free
markets because they can't be cer-
tain how they will eventually
function in of Soviet culture.
It is this situation that business
professors from member colleges
of the Christian College Coalition
are trying to address through their
Dr. John Visser returned
from the Soviet Union last month
cautiously optimistic about the
economic future of the new
confederation.
"If there is a concerted effort to
help the Russian people pull
through the difficult winter ahead,
there is very little possibility that
they will tum back to communism.
But if things get bad enough, I fear
that they may choose the security
of tyranny over the uncertainty
and pain of an open political and
economic system," says Visser.
The generosity of Christian and
volunteer groups may be the key
to helping the Russian people pull
through the long hard winter
ahead, he adds.
The situation in the Soviet.
Union is almost overwhelming at
present. The central government
is essentially non-existent. There
are no good structures within which
to work for reform. Economically,
the country is in shambles; many
industries are concentrated in one
Dr. John Visserwork with Russian economists.
"The Soviet Union must set up a
transitional economy," says
Visser. The question is what to do
first. Enterprises must be restruc-
tured to become privately owned.
Also prices will have to be com-
pletely different from what they
have been.
"Prices for goods have been set
arbitrarily, without regard for the
resources that go into them," says
Visser, who gives several
unbelievable examples. A meal
for twenty people at an elegant
restaurant atop a large tower cost
106 rubles-$3.50 in American
dollars. The twenty-six-mile train
ride from the retreat at which
Visser stayed to the city of
Moscow cost the equivalent of
four cents. A Russian only pays
22,000 rubles for a car ($7()(}), but
he must wait ten years to get one.
Visser brought along sixty dollars
for souvenirs, and found he could
not even spend it all.
Generally there is more money
in hand or in the bank than there
are goods to spend it on. "Things
they want to buy aren't available,
except maybe on the black
market. And when you do buy
something, it has no impact on
what is produced, because, at
least in the past, production deci-
sions were made independently by
central planners."
Members of the group visited
one government store that stocked
mirrors-about a thousand of
them-and nothing else. "If and
when clothing or shoes are
available, there are usually few
styles, and they are generally not
very attractive," says Visser. The
situation is the same with food.
When available, the variety will
consist of maybe eight or ten dif-
ferent items in one shop.
"Because prices do not reflect
the cost of the materials that go
into an item, tourists come and
leave with much more than
they've paid for, further depleting
the already scarce product sup-
ply," says Visser.
Social problems complicate the
problem. Alcoholism is a serious
concern. Although everyone is
employed, the jobs are often mean-
ingless and tedious. Workers escape
through alcohol. Housing is in
short supply. Visser tells the story
of one couple who had to live to-
gether for eight years after their
divorce because there was no place
else to live. Abortion and marital
unfaithfulness seem to be the rule
rather than the exception. The com-
mon areas of apartment complexes,
for which no one has direct re-
sponsibility, are filthy and unkempt.
On the other hand, the com-
munist system has had its suc-
cesses as well. Public transporta-
tion is safe and inexpensive. Peo-
ple take pride in the appearance
of their small apartments.
Literacy is high. People are con-
cerned about disadvantaged
members of society.
In addition, laws are being
passed every day, says Visser,
many of which we would feel
comfortable with. A stock ex-
change has opened. Education is
already being restructured.
Overall, Visser feels en-
couraged by his contact with Rus-
sian people. "They have a
wonderful sense of humor, are
generous and very hospitable.
Pessimism is evident but has not
broken their spirit." Visser spent
one evening with a man who has
organized a Christian farmers
group. He is also busy helping set
up a Christian school or cultural
center, as they called it.
The coinciding of Visser's trip
with the Soviet coup opened up
many unforeseen opportunities.
"The political events built bonds
that probably would not have been
as strong if we had not gone
through this crisis with them. I'm
impressed with the opportunity
for Christians to serve in the
Soviet Union right now."
Such service will require com-
mitment to a long-term relation-
ship so that joint ventures can be
established and important infor-
mation can be shared and used.
Economic and political conditions
will make it difficult to firmly
establish such relationships in the
immediate future. But Visser en-
courages alumni working in busi-
nesses or organizations that may
be interested and have the poten-
tial to help the Soviet people to
call or write him at the college. D
The Russian church seems largely
separate from the daily life of its
members, says Visser.
Moscow boasts one of the largest enclosed shopping areas in the world. Ironically,
there is very little selection in the stores, says Dr. John Visser. One vivid memory
of Moscow is the lines of people always waiting-at stores, at the embassy.
continued from page 8
the majority of the courses in the
new curriculum will be translated
and in place by the fall of 1992.
"This curriculum has the poten-
tial to be used widely," says
Visser. Although the group is
working with five universities, the
State Committee on Education
hopes to use it in 27 universities
in the near future.
Ironically, in the end, political
events undoubtedly did more to
promote the project than anything
else could have. "What we were
teaching took on a new relevance
because of the collapse of the
communist system," says Visser.
There is no longer time to ease in-




Organizational structure task force report is implemented
, 'Giving people a
greater sense of par-





on decisions that are
made."
The All-College Assem-
bly met for the first time this fall.
Faculty, administrators, and
directors of various college ser-
vices filled C160, one of the col-
lege's largest lecture halls.
Composed of faculty and staff
from all areas of the college, the
assembly provides the opportun-
ity for members to share informa-
tion and develop consensus on
significant issues that affect the
entire college. The assembly also
has the authority to review and
approve major decisions made by
campus policy-making bodies.
The All-College Assembly is
one of the changes that have come
about as a result of the college's
strategic plan, "Renewing Our
Vision," completed in 1989.
"Strategic planning" has be-
come a popular phrase in aca-
demic circles. With shrinking num-
bers of students, dramatic cost in-
creases, and increased compe-
tition for students, many colleges
and universities have had to reex-
amine their goals to either find
their niche or close their doors.
Although enrollment at Dordt is
down some from its highs in the late
'70s, it has been relatively stable.
In fact, based on demographic sta-
tistics, the number of students from
which Dordt typically draws will
continue to rise in the coming
years. Thition has also remained
lower than at many institutions.
Strategic planning at Dordt,
therefore, has not been a move of
desperation. While a number of
changes have been suggested and
are being made, none of the them
represents a drastic departure
from past and present educational
practices. In fact, as its title
signals, "Renewing OUf Vision"
affirms the basic purpose of the
college as spelled out in The
Educational Task of Dordt Col-
lege. It suggests ways to sharpen







still has plenty of
things to plan for. 'I
think my parents are
going to come here
in two or three
years. 1 have to
prepare.', ,
"The late 1980s were crucial
years in Dordt's history;' says
President J.B. Hulst. In addition
to economic and demographic
pressures on all educational in-
stitutions, Dordt had reached a
point of stabilization. "Given the
contemporary cultural situation,
it was time to move ahead and
meet those challenges from a
reformational perspective-to
renew our vision and our commit-
ment to redeeming the world in
which we live. The title says it all."
"When we began the strategic
planning process, we analyzed
our internal strengths and
weaknesses, assessed various ex-
ternal needs, and tried to pinpoint
areas in which change needed to
be made;' says Dr. Calvin
Jongsma, who chaired the
strategic planning committee and
also served on the organization
and planning task force.
As a result of the report, task
forces were appointed to study six
areas of the college: Organization
and Planning, Technology and In-
formation Services, Global!
Cross-Cultural Education, Cam-
pus Life, Special and Academic
Programs, and Curriculum.
Although five of the reports are
now completed, the first one to be
implemented is the report on
organization and planning. "We
tried to take seriously what we
have always said about office and
authority: members should be in-
volved in the decision-making
process in a way that reflects their
office within the structure of the
college," says Jongsma.
Participation, mutual account-
ability, cooperation, open commu-
nication, and efficiency are some
of the terms used to describe the
process now in place. This does not
mean that everyone participates in
all decisions, but that those
directly affected by a decision will
have a part in the process.
"But probably the most signifi-
cant realization;' according to Dr.
Carl Zylstra, a former board
member who chaired the task
force, "is that Dordt needs to
move from making decisions 'by
the seat of the pants' to a more
long range deliberative process.
We tried to put decision making
in a long range perspective."
"Dordt has never really had a
long range plan. We want to
lengthen and broaden our hori-
zons to see where God wants us
to be in the coming years;' he adds.
The concrete result of this
recommendation is a reconstituted
long range planning committee
that includes representation from
more areas of the college and sup-
porting community. Its mandate is
to develop a five-year institutional
plan and budget based on observ-
able trends in our community and
society. Such a plan does not
mean that we become inflexible,
says Zylstra. "If we become
bound to the five-year plan like
the communists did, our end will
be as disastrous as theirs. We've
built into the process continual
reviews. If God opens up new op-
portunities, we can and will take
advantage of them."
"Some people have asked me if
the report was worth all the time
it required of committee
members," says Hulst, who
responds with an emphatic yes.
Recommitting ourselves to our vi-
sion for the college means we are
setting the course of action, not
allowing it to be set by society
around us.
"Giving people a greater sense
of participation also gives a greater
sense of ownership, which leads
to increased commitment to act on
decisions that are made;' Hulst
points out. "I think the new struc-
ture will help us become even
more effective as an institution.
When more is expected of us,
more is achieved." 0
Vo is awarded coveted Carver
Tiffany Hoskins
Like Roy Carver, Bich
Vo knows how it feels to strug-
gle. Now, with a scholarship
from the Roy J. Carver Trust and
the love and support of a Chris-
tian community, her college years
have become easier.
Carver scholarships are awarded
to college juniors who' 'represent
high achievement and determina-
tion in the face of significant
obstacles." Bich Vo has en-
countered and overcome many
difficulties in what she calls her
"very challenging background. "
Bich said good-bye to her family
and left Vietnam for the U.S. in
1985. She and the others on her
boat eventually made it to the U.S.
by way of Indonesia, Singapore,
Japan, and Hong Kong. Bich's
parents provided her with the doc-
uments she needed to be accepted
into a refugee camp, but because
she was only 15, she was the re-
sponsibility of one of her aunts dur-
ing her year in the camp. Young
Bich often doubted her decision
to leave her family behind.
"It was terrible!" she recalls.
"I thought, 'Why did I do this?
It was so stupid!"
Being so far from her family
was even more difficult after Bich
was converted to Christianity in
the refugee camp. "My parents
still are Buddhists," she explains.
"It was very hard for me because
I had to write a long letter and ex-
plain it to them. They wrote back
very angry and I explained again.
They finally said 'okay' if! keep
working on my studying and try
to be working hard."
After she was released from the
refugee camp, Bich lived with her
aunt in California. "I was doing
good in school," she says. "I
worked at the same time and got
a car, just like everybody else.
But I wasn't very happy because
I wasn't going to a regular
church. Something was lacking."
Bich discovered what was miss-
ing in her life when she visited her
aunt's former foster parents in
Pella, Iowa, during the summer
of 1988. She was affected pri-
marily by the message she heard
when she attended their church.
"It was the first time that the
\I
,
he was gradually feeling worse,
not belter. As weeks went by, he
began to have trouble swallow-
ing, and became unable to get up
out of a chair without assistance
from his roommates.
Local doctors tested Kabba for
several different ailments, all
with negative results. Finally, in
February, he was admitted to the
hospital. Doctors were still un-
sure about the cause of such
severe and varied symptoms, but
eventually Kabba became so
weak he could not even breathe
on his own. He was losing weight
quite rapidly, too.
The hospital staff moved him to
the intensive care unit and even-
tually were able to inform his
anxious friends at Dordt that Kab-
ba's problem had a name, poly-
myocitis. Polymyocitis is a rare
disease that gradually deteriorates
the muscles. The doctors could
not say what had caused Kabba to
develop this, nor whether he
would get belter.
Kabba was transferred in May
to a hospital in Iowa City for
more specialized treatment of his
scholarship
Kabba Jalloh: a voice returned
about 150 to below 80 pounds.
Although he was very frustrated
with such a long hospital stay and
the constant doubt as to whether
he would ever recover, Kabba
says he never really gave up
hope. "During those four
months, I always thought about
my plans for the future, about
what I would do when I got bet-
ter," he says.
"Friends kept telling me they
were praying for me, and that I
would recover. and I believed
them. I know those prayers really
made a difference," he says,
"and I'm very thankful for
them. " Kabba feels that knowing
that people were praying for him
helped him to accept and live with
his situation. "I never got
angry," he says.
Kabba's plans for the future
haven't really changed much. He
still wants to go back to his
homeland, but he's not sure what
he'll be able to do there. He
speaks of political upheaval at
home and says he listens to BBC
on his radio every night to keep
up with West African events.
He practices walking and sta-
tionary bicycling. He also does
the exercises that a physical
therapist in Iowa City taught him.
Kabba has been back in Sioux
Center now for several weeks,
and he's become thankful for
many gifts most of us take for
granted. "I can walk, I can
breathe, I can eat," he says. "I
can speak with a voice."
, 'Although he was
very frustrated with
such a long hospital
stay and the constant
doubt as to whether
he would ever
recover, Kabba says
he never really gave
up hope. 'During
those four months, I
always thought about
my plans for the
future, about what I
would do when I got
better,' he says."
Synod livens campus in June
Editor's Note: As the VOICE
goes to press, Kabba is back in
the hospital in Iowa City, suffer-
ing a recurrence of some of his
early symptoms. We ask for your
prayers for strength and con-
tinued recovery. D
Many people in Northwest Iowa took advantage of the oppotunity to see and hear denominational delibera-
tions first hand. Some commented that having access to Synod made them take it more seriously. They saw
the commitment, the work, and the prayer involved and found it less easy to make snap judgements about
the issues.
Dorthea Groenendyk
Kabba Jalloh is back at
Dordt College this fall. So are a
lot of other students and pro-
fessors, but Kabba's return is dif-
ferent. When his friends and
roommates left Dordt for the
summer in May, several of them
wondered if they would ever see
him again.
Kabba Jalloh hails from a coun-
try half-way around the world,
Sierra Leone, West Africa; a
country that seems culturally to
be a whole world away from
Sioux Center, Iowa.
Majoring in agriculture, Kab-
ba has hoped to use his studies
here at Dordt to benefit his home
village. He has always spoken of
going back to Africa to farm, to
help others learn better ways of
working his native land. But the
Lord had other plans for Kabba,
at least temporarily.
In early Decembe; of 1990,
Kabba came down with what
seemed like the typical winter flu
bug. By Christmas vacation, the
bug was still hanging around, and
sermon really stuck to my mind.
I thought I really learned
something," she says. "I
thought, 'This is the place for
me. ", Bich was strongly in-
fluenced by her new foster
parents and was soon baptized in
her new church home.
After finishing her final year of
high school in Pella, Bich decided
to continue studying at Dordt. "I
came to Dordt because I was
searching for how deep I was in
my faith. I wanted to know more
about God. I wanted to know,
'What is CRC?'"
Bich is now a junior at Dordt,
studying to become a medical
technician. The Carver scholar-
ship came at a perfect time for
her. "I'm so thankful for this
because it helped me a lot. I don't
have to worry over money."
Though her concerns about pay-
ing for her education have les-
sened, Bich still has plenty of
things to plan for. "I think my
parents are going to come here in
two or three years. I have to pre-
pare." she says. "1 have to save
the money to buy them tickets. I
have to save money to be able to
rent a bigger apartment." In ad-
dition, Bich wants eventually to
go on to graduate school.
Still, Bieh is anticipating her
parents' arrival. She thinks of
Buddhism and of her own conver-
sion and hopes, "Maybe when
they come they will see." D
disease. He says, "The move
scared me. I didn't think I would
know anyone there. No one could
visit me. " He was happy to meet
several Dordt alumni who are
studying medicine or working in
Iowa City, and was also upheld
by visits from friends like the Kok
family who traveled regularly
from Sioux Center.
Kabba spent four months there,
unable to breathe on his own or
speak for most of the time. "The
worst part," he says, "was be-
ing so totally dependent on others
for everything. I could not eat or
move or tell them what I wanted
except through writing." Even
writing was difficult much of the
time because his muscles were so
weak. His weight dropped from
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Faculty
The professional involvements of
Dordt faculty members outside of
the classroom reveal Dordi's
commitment to provide educa-
tionalleadership in the Christian
community as well as among its
own students. By sharing these
activities, we hope to provide
fellow Christians with further
resources, ideas, and encourage-
ment as they work to be of service
in Christ's kingdom.
Jeri Schelhaas, adjunct pro-
fessor of English, led a voice in-
terpretive workshop at Bethany
CRC in Muskegon, Michigan, in
July. Schelhaas performed at
Synod presenting five original
characterizations of "The Ladies
of the Poetry Society."
Paulo Ribeiro, professor of
engineering, presented two
papers in cooperation with Dr.
David Rogers from North Dakota
State University. At the Interna-
tional Symposium on Recent Ad-
vances in Microwave Technology
held in Reno, Nevada, they
presented a paper titled "Options
for Engineering Design Educa-
tion: Electromagnetics, Micro-
wave Engineering, and Com-
munications Electronics." They
presented "Integrated Engineer-
ing Education vs. Industrial
SpeciaJization" at the 53rd annuaJ
meeting of the 1991 North
Midwest section of the American
Society for Engineering Educa-
tion in Platteville, Wisconsin, Oc-
tober 6-8. During a 12-week
fellowship for Lewis Research
Center of NASA, Ribeiro
prepared a 140-page report called
"Lunar Base Power System
Study: Energy Loss AnaJysis of
an AC Distribution System.
NASA has invited Ribeiro to
return next summer as well as to
apply for a grant to continue the
work here at Dordt.
Pam Adams, instructor of
education, gave an inservice
workshop titled "Using
Literature Across the Cur-
riculum" on August 23 at Inwood
Christian School in Inwood,
Iowa.
Dr. John Van Dyk, director of
the Center for Educational Ser-
vices, taught summer courses for
teachers in Sioux Center, Iowa,
and Kelowna, B.C. He presented
a paper at the Annual Conference
of the Association for Process
Philosophy and Education, held
on July 31 at Cornell University
in Ithaca, New York. In Septem-
ber he conducted workshops at
the Hull Christian School in Hull,
Iowa, and led a two-day seminar
on instructional leadership at the
annual conference of the Chris-
tian Principals' Association of
British Columbia, held at Har-
rison Hot Springs, B.C.
Assistant professor of English
Robert De Smith will deliver his
paper titled, "Gascoigne's 'Re-
formed Inventions': Revising his
Poems and Himself' at a session
of the Sixteenth Century Studies
Conference in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, on October 17.The
paper is tied to work toward his
Ph.D. and concerns the conditions
under which poetry was written




composition projects over the
summer, three of which have been
accepted for publication. A
Christmas cantata, "A Christmas
Celebration," will be performed
at the Dordt Christmas Choral
Concert. In addition, Grotenhuis
completed pieces for the chorale
and concert choir, numerous ar-
rangements for mixed choir and
two-part voices, and six commis-
sioned works.
Dr. Michael Williams, pro-
fessor of theology, presented the
lecture "A Covenantal Boat on an
Individual Sea" at an alumni
retreat in Warm Beach, Washing-
ton. At Dordt's aJumni reunion he
presented the lecture "Genesis I
and 2 as Introduction to the Cove-
nant." Williams' essay "Action
Focused Piety of the Epistle of
James" was published in Calvinist
Contact. He also wrote the course
syllabus for Theology IOIover the
summer and was the speaker at
Sioux Center Christian School
graduation.
Dr. J.B. Hulst attended an
open meeting in Lynden,
Washington, in July to talk about
the ASC. He also attended the
CSI Convention in Rochester,
New York. On September 17,
Hulst spoke at Blue Mound State
Park in Luverne, Minnesota, for
an all-school retreat for Southwest
Christian High School of Edger-
ton, Minnesota. He spoke on
"What it Means to Work Together
as a Christian Educational Com-
munity." From October 12-23,
Hulst will be in Busan, Korea,
giving a series of lectures at Kosin
College.
Dr. James Koldenhoven, pro-
fessor of theatre arts and Dean of
Humanities, was appointed to the
Iowa Humanities Board in June.
John Hofland, assistant pro-
fessor of theatre arts, presented a
workshop on "Creative Dramatics
for Music Teachers" at the
University of South Dakota in
June. He also presented a
workshop in Creative Movement
for Area Education Agency 4.
Hofland read his story "True
Religion" at Synod. He has also
designed more sets and costumes
for CLIMB theater.
Dr. James Schaap, associate
professor of English, published
two stories in The Banner,
"Military Chaplain's Review" and
"The Other Side." Schaap won
first place for fiction in the 1991
Evangelical Press Association's
Annual Awards. During the sum-
mer he finished the fourth in his
devotional series on Exodus, and
the series was featured in the
Christian Booksellers Association
Van Rys receives Ph.D, brings Canadian lit expertise
iz
John Van Rys, assistant
professor of English, successfully
defended his doctoral dissertation
at Dalhousie University in
Halifax, Nova Scotia, this sum-
mer. His dissertation, "Loopholes
and Catacombs: Elements of
Baktinian Dialogue in the Poetry
of AI Purdy," focused on the
writing of the modern Canadian
poet Al Purdy. Van Rys applied
the theories of Russian thinker
and literary critic Mikhail Baktin
to exhibit dialogic elements in
Purdy's poetry.
Purdy, born in 1918, writes
about Canadian settings and per-
sonal experiences in his poetry,
says Van Rys. '" found his work
intelligent and accessible. He
doesn't purposely try to confuse
the reader." Many of his poems
are humorous and most are easy
and enjoyable to read, Van Rys
continues.
Baktin is interested in how
language works in ordinary life.
He assumes that all communica-
tion is dialogue. In using Baktin's
principles to analyze Purdy's
poems, Van Rys says the reader
gets away from understanding the
poem as a "thing" in itself. In-
stead, it becomes a process be-
tween the poet and the writer.
Van Rys is now in his second
year of teaching at Dordt. A
native of London, Ontario, he
received both his undergraduate
and master's degrees from the
University of Western Ontario.
He is enjoying his work at
Dordt. "I'm challenged to think
about my discipline in the context
of faith in a way I wasn't before,"
he says. Before, such reflection
was personally motivated; now it
is encouraged within a communi-
ty of Christian scholars working
together. 0
1991 The Best of the Good Books
Catalogue. In September, Schaap
presented a reading at Bethel
CRC in Muskegon, Michigan.
Dennis De Jong, assistant pro-
fessor of computer science,
published a book review titled
"Invasion of the Computer
Culture" in Pro Rege, the Dordt
faculty journal.
Professor of sociology Andre
Nauta completed the re-
quirements to receive his Ph. D. in
sociology from Iowa State
University. His dissertation title
was "Trends in American
Religion, 1964-1986: Implications
for the Future."
Dr. DaJlas Apol, professor of
foreign language, spent Spring
Break in San Jose, Costa Rica
learning more about the Latin
American Studies Program. Apol
is the representative for LASP at
Dordt. Apol published a paper on
the theme of "Teaching Foreign
Languages from a Christian
Perspective". He also presented
the paper at a Conference of
Christian Teachers of Foreign
Languages at Wheaton College in
April. Apol participated in a
Christian College Coalition
workshop titled "German
Academic Forum: Cross Currents
in Mission" in Washington D.C.
In July, Apol spent three weeks in
Germany on a grant from the
German government to participate
in a seminar called "Experienc-
ing German Culture."
Mike Vanden Bosch, professor
of English, was chosen to par-
ticipate in the Festival of Poetry
at The Frost Place in Franconia,
NH, from July 28-August 3, 1991.
The week-long festival allowed 5
poets to read and respond to each
other's poems, to hear poets read
their poems, and to hear poets
lecture about some aspect of
poetry.
Jaynn Tobias-Johnson has
moved from an adjunct position in
the English department last year
to a full-time position in Jour-
nalism. Tobias-Johnson received
her B.A. from Houghton College
in New York and her M.A. from
Boise State University. Her thesis
focused on using writing as a
means of learning. In addition to
teaching Journalism courses, she
is the faculty advisor for student
publications.
+New year brings six new faculty members
Dr. Tracy Miller accepted a
two-year position in the business
department. Miller graduated
with honors from the Virginia Poly-
technic Institute and State Univer-
sity. He earned his master of
science in agricultural economics
from Michigan State University.
He also completed his doctorate
at the University of Chicago fo-
cusing on agricultural economics
and industrial organization.
Miller was formerly a lecturer
at both Wheaton College and the
University of Chicago. Prior to
joining Dordt's staff, he served as
an assistant professor at Baylor
University in Waco, Texas. Miller
has also published and presented
several writings in the area of
agricultural policy and govern-
ment regulation which is his key
area of interest.
Peter Van Ooyen joined the
music department as a one-year
replacement for Henry Duitman
who is finishing his doctoral
work. Van Ooyen holds bachelor's
degrees from Calvin College in
psychology and instrumental
music. He also earned his
master's degree in music educa-
tion from the University of British
Columbia.
Van Ooyen has taught band,
strings, stage band, and orchestra
in several schools, including
North Vancouver Public School
District 44 and Vancouver Chris-
tian Secondary School. His per-
sonal areas of expertise are the
violin and viola.
Michael Goheen, formerly of
Redeemer College in Hamilton,
Ontario, joined Dordt's theology
department. In addition to
teaching, Goheen served as
theological director of the Pascal
Center, a research center at
Redeemer.
Goheen attended Miami Chris-
tian College and Florida Atlantic
University, graduating with a
bachelor of arts in the history of
philosophy. He completed his
master's degree in systematic
theology at Westminster
Theological Seminary.
Before joining Dordt's faculty,
Goheen was a church planter and
pastor at the First Presbyterian
Church in Unionville, Ontario.
He has also served as a teacher in
Boca Raton, Florida, and as a
counselor at the Horsham
Psychiatric Clinic in Horsham,
Pennsylvania. Goheen is presently
a doctoral candidate with the In-
stitute for Christian Studies in
cooperation with the Free Univer-
sity of Amsterdam.
Philip De Vries, a 1989
graduate of Calvin College,
accepted an appointment to
the engineering department. He
recently completed his master
of science of engineering de-
gree at the University of
Michigan, majoring in elec-
tromagnetics and minoring in
communications.
As a teaching assistant for the
past two years, De Vries con-
ducted various laboratory studies.
He was also co-writer, director,
and producer of a six-hour
employee-training video fur Spec-
trum Colors in Kalamazoo,
Michigan.
While attending Calvin, De
Vries was a coordinator and
leader for Habitat for Humanity,
an organization that renovates
housing for low-income families.
He spent the past three summers
working as maintenance head and
a group leader for Christian
Camps for Inner City Youth in
Hesperia, Michigan.
Jacob Van Wyk of Belhaven,
North Carolina, is the new
member of the art department. He
graduated from Calvin College
and received his master of fine
arts from Western Michigan
University. He has taught art at
Calvin, Western Michigan, and
Trinity Christian College.
As former manager and graphic
designer for Morgan Printers, Inc.
in North Carolina, Van Wyk has
practiced various skills: studio
and graphic art as well as design,
photography, marketing, and
business administration.
VanWyk's strongest work in his
varied portfolio are prints from
special sedimentary limestone
called lithographs and wheel
thrown stoneware and porcelain
ceramics. He is presently
rebuilding a 30 cubic foot gas kiln
on Dordt's campus, increasing the
size potential and glaze
possibilities for ceramic and
sculpture students. Van Wyk's
works have been in many exhibi-
tions and competitions and can be
found in public and private collec-
tions throughout the Midwest and
North Carolina. His commis-
sioned works include sacramen-
tal vessels for churches and
sculptured wall and floor tile. An
upcoming exhibit of his work can
be seen at the college gallery in
the chapel mezzanine beginning
November 6.
The department of social work
welcomed David Helmstetter of
Hastings, Minnesota, to its faculty
this year. A graduate of Augsburg
College in Minneapolis,
Helmstetter received his master of
social work through Florida State
University. He has been a
member of the National Associa-
tion of Social Workers and the
Academy of Certified Social
Workers since 1965 and is a
Licensed Independent Clinical
Social Worker.
Helmstetter spent four years in
hospital social work and then
founded Human Resource
Associates, Inc. in 1970. He
served as its president until
1988. In 1974 he co-founded and
chaired Owobopte Industries, a
sheltered workshop for handi-
capped people. He co-founded the
Hastings Area Refugee Commit-
tee, Inc. in 1979and chaired it un-
til 1983. The Committee serves
Southeast Asian refugees.
Helmstetter has been an indepen-
dent consultant for church
ministry organizations, not-for-
profit human service organiza-
tions and churches. 0
Back row, left to right: Jacob Van Wyk,
Philip De Vries, David Helmstetter.
Front row, left to right: Michael
Goheen, Peter \110 Doyen, Tracy :Miller.
new ways of translating theoretical
reflections into concrete lesson
plans for practicing teachers. One
project currently under study
would directly involve a number
of Christian school teachers. The
basic idea is to have these teachers
field test a variety of specially
designed units and lessons. A ten-
tative procedure might look as
follows: (I) the Center invites in-
terested teachers to participate in
the project; (2) the teachers send
us a unit or segment of the cur-
riculum they intend to teach; (3)
we design a variety of appropriate
teaching strategies and learning
activities, and submit these to a
teacher for consideration and im-
plementation; (4) the teacher field
tests the suggested lessons,
evaluates their effectiveness, and
proposes necessary revisions; (5)
together with the teacher we
finalize the lessons and prepare
them for wider dissemination.
Clearly, this will be a col-
laborative project. Several
teachers have already expressed
interest in participating. Faculty
members and students in the
Dordt College teacher education
program will also be involved.
The benefits of such a col-
laborative program are clear.
Teachers, often too busy to
engage in the kind of creative
lesson planning they would really
like to do, will have opportunity
to explore innovative classroom
approaches. The project,
moreover, will help the Center
stay in close contact with
classroom reality. And finally,
carefully field-tested units and
lesson plans could soon be the in-
itial deposits for a curriculum,
bank the Center has been con-
sidering for some time. Such a
bank would enable us to respond
more easily to a commonly posed
question: "What do you have that
will help me teach this or that
subject at this or that grade
level?"
In these and other ways the
Center continuously seeks to con-
tribute to the important work of
Christian elementary and
secondary education. Your com-
ments, inquiries, and suggestions
will be most welcome. Contact
Dr. John Van Dyk, Director,
Center for Educational Services,
Dordt College, Sioux Center,
Iowa, 51250. 0




soon be the initial
deposits for a cur-
riculum bank."
What is a distinctively
Christian classroom? What is
distinctively Christian teaching?
These questions continue to be of
special interest at the Dordt Col-
lege Center for Educational Ser-
vices. While the scope of its work
has spanned a wide range of
issues, in recent years the Center




room atmosphere, and implement-
ing a variety of teaching styles.
Meanwhile, a continuing program
of classroom observation. in-
service workshops, and interaction
with teachers has helped to keep
its work attuned to the real world.
The Center is now exploring
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Alumni Update
Group of '80 friends hold double
Left to right: FJroy and Mary Houtsma,
Arlyn and Cindy Slagter, Bruce and
Lisa Groenendyk, Doug and Gail
Achterhof, Kurt and Pam Voss, Kurt
and Pat Ahrenholz, Len and June Fak-
kema, Hank and Kathy EekhotT, Cal
and Barb Ahrenholz.
Once each year, with the
help of the u.s. postal service, a
round robin letter makes its way
from Seattle, Washington, to
Stephenville, Texas, to Highland,
Indiana, with twelve other stops
in between. Each stop helps a
group of fifteen Dordt alumni
keep in touch across the distances
that separate them.
In addition to their annual let-
ter, this group has managed to stay
informed in other ways. At
Christmas time, each family
writes individually to the other
families. Upon each new birth,
announcements are sent out
across the states. And, in 1988,
ten of the fifteen families gathered
at Soda Springs Ranch in Col-
orado for a reunion. The twenty
adults and their twenty children
stayed in condominiums and got
reacquainted, reminiscing around
the pool and barbeque.
In August, 1991, twelve of the
couples and their thirty-one
children travelled to Sioux Center
for Dordt's alumni weekend. The
weekend was also a ten-year re-
union for the group, graduates of
Dordt's class of 1981.
Mary Houtsma of South
Holland, Illinois, said she and her
whole family enjoyed Dordt's
alumni weekend. "It was wonder-
ful! We just had a great time," she
said.
The Houtsmas liked the variety
of activities offered at the re-
union, and as parents, Mary and
her husband, Elroy, "especially
.reunion
liked the babysitting service."
Pat Ahrenholz of Orange City
also appreciated the program pro-
vided for children of alumni. "It
gave us adults the freedom to par-
ticipate without worrying about
our young children ," she
explained.
The children, as well as the
parents, were excited by the
weekend.
Children constantly ran ahead
of their parents, anxious to get to
the activities awaiting them.
"They [the children] couldn't
wait to get to their next activity,"
Ahrenholz said.
Houtsma's daughter had so
much fun she asked, "Mom, can
we stay here for a long time?"
Relieved of their children at
various times, the group had time
to participate in many activities
such as a craft workshop and a
volleyball tournament. However,
they also valued their free time.
They used free time to meet more
alumni outside their round robin
group and to catch up on their
friends' lives.
"Every night we were up till
12:30 talking," remembered
Houtsma.
She admits, "We don't keep in
touch quite as often as we used to.
As our lives get more busy, some
things get cut out."
But the group has assigned a
committee to organize another re-
union in Montana in 1994. And,
remembering Dordt's alumni reu-
nion, Houtsma said, "We will
definitely do this again." 0
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Song of Triumph by Eleanor
Grotenhuis is recently published
Song of Triumph, by
Eleanor Grotenhuis, was released
by Baker Book House in Grand
Rapids, Michigan, this month.
The book, written over the past
several years, grew out of the
Grotenhuis's experience following
the death of their son, Jack, in
December of 1983.
"I'm sure all mothers say this,"
says Mrs. Grotenhuis, "but
Jack really was an extraordinary
kid. I wanted this to be a legacy
to my children and grand-
children."
But Grotenhuis had other
motivations for writing as well.
She stresses hope and the need to
draw on others for support. "If I
can help someone feel God's love
and mercy-to think that if we
could make it they can, too-it
will have been worth the pain that
writing brought to the fore."
Grotenhuis also wanred to help
people who feel unsure of what to
say to grieving families. "I
understand why people avoid
those who are grieving, but I also
know now that people who have
lost a loved one need to be able
to talk to others," she says.
Since her son's death, Mrs.
Grotenhuis has actively promoted
the donation of organs to help save
the lives of others. One of Jack's
kidneys, she says, has allowed a
Baptist minister to carryon his
work. As she speaks to many
groups about grieving, Mrs.
Grotenhuis urges her audience to
make provision for such a
donation.
Writing the book was a difficult
process for her and her family
because it kept the wounds open
for such a long time. "But now I
have put it behind me. The pain
is never gone, but the daily sor-
row eases. Writing the book was
an opportunity to give glory to
God for grace I would never have
known was possible." 0
Three Dordt alumni now living in Colorado have kept up their
basketball skills. Wilbur Brouwer ('88), Jim Richards ('86), and Brian
Vande Griend ('89) took home the gold medal in the recreation divi-
sion of the Colorado State Garnes this year. Pictured with their fathers
are Christian Brouwer, Justin Richards, and Heidi Vande Griend.
Frat House alums keep in touch
The old saying "opposites attract" doesn't hold for a group of
business majors from '79 and '80. The eight alumni lived together
in the "Frat House" during the '79/'80 school year. Every three years
or so says Darrel Raih ('79) the whole group gets together for a long
weekend. Of the eight, two are now CPAs, two are comptrollers, two
are bankers, one is a cost accountant, and the eighth is a marketing
sales representative. But it isn't all business when they meet. They
each bring their families and find plenty to keep them busy.
Pictured on Lake Michigan this summer are left to right: Dan Eisma
('79), Aberdeen, South Dakota; Dennis Prinsen ('79), Manchester,
Iowa; Darrel Raih ('79), Sioux Center, Iowa; Tom Sittema ('80), Dallas,
Texas; Terry Katsma ('80), Oostburg, Wisconsin; Kelly Tien ('80),
Des Moines, Iowa; Randy Kelderman ('80), Des Moines, Iowa; Scott
Smies ('79), Oostburg, Wisconsin.
Alumni notes
.Dr, Harvey Blankespoor ('60)
was named Professor of the Year by
the Council for Advancement and
Support of Education in Washington,
D.C. Blankespoor teaches biology at
Hope College in Holland, Michigan.
He is known as a master teacher and
recognized for his research on a
parasite that causes "swimmer's
itch."
John Pater ('80) and his wife,
Michelle, are doing volunteer work
in Guyana, South America, from
September '91 through January '92.
The Paters will then return to their
home in the eastern Canadian arctic
where John hosts a morning show for
CBe radio and Michelle is a phar-
macist at Baffin Regional Hospital.
Gene and Chery (Link) DeBoer
('80, '80) live in Omaha, Nebraska,
with their children Nathan (7), Evan
(5), and Danielle. Gene has his own
accounting practice, and Chery is a
partner in a local accounting firm.
Beth (Friesema, 'SO) Gould works
as a full-time homemaker and part-
time church secretary while her hus-
band Bill Gould pastors their church
in Melville, Saskatchewan. Bill and
Beth have four children, Billy (8),
Tim (6), Tnm (3), and Cbristina.
Rob and Wilma (Vanden
Boogaard,'81) Duncan live in Bar-
rie, Ontario. Wilma is working as a
Family Support Worker with the
Robert Thompson Youth and Family
Center in Cookstown, Ontario.
Marjorie (Ellerie, '81) Colvin has
been recognized as a nationally cer-
tified piano teacher by the Music
Teachers National Association. She
has taught independently for fourteen
years and is active in various areas
of church music. She and her hus-
band, Fred, live in Lynwood, Illinois.
Kevin and Desiree (Uitten-
hnich, '81) Francisco live in Calgary,
Alberta, where both teach at Calgary
Christian High School.
John and Diane (Vink,ex'81)
Bruinsma live in Sardis, British Col-
umbia,: where Diane is a full-time
mother of four and pan-time treasurer
of their church. John sells farm
equipment, and they also run their
own small farm.
Tim and Liz (Siehrlng,'SI)
Tolkamp live in Langley, BC with
their new son Aaron. Liz will return
to work as a part-time kindergarten
teacher in February '92.
Adriaan and Sharon (VanDeWeert,
ex'Bt) Verburg live in Vermont with
their five children Josh, Luke, Laura,
Tessa, and Heather. The Verburgs pur-
chased a dairy fann in December '90.
Graeme and Paula (Arnold)
Dondale ('83, '81) live in Acton, On-
tario, where Graeme works as an
Marriag ...e_s__
Desiree Uittenbuich ('81) and
Kevin Francisco, 3/30/91.
Kathy Hoogerhyde ('S2) and Tim
Kline, 8/3/91.
Bev De Jager ('84) and Richard
Grisnich, 2/22/91.
Marcia Kros ('S5) and David
Sinke, 1125/91.
Linda Boonstra ('87) and Jan
Eisses, S/2/91.
Joan Noordhof ('S7) and Kevin
Pasveer, 7/13/91.
Steven Vande Vegte ('88) and
Dawn Weisser, 1119/91.
Leann Bouwman ('89) and An-
drew Bakker, 6/22/91.
Ed Van Dellen ('89) and Darlene
De Jong ('91), 6/28/91.
Yvonne Sikkema ('S9) and Arnold
Kamerman, 7/27/91.
estimator for a local construction
company and Paula works as a full-
time homemaker. Graeme and Paula
have two children, Catherine and
Conor.
Arlin and Sheri (Driesen,ex'8I)
Driesen live in Sheldon, Iowa, with
their three children Adam (3), Alex
(2), and Andrew. Arlin is a truck
driver for VanHof and Sheri is a part-
time aerobics instructor.
Richard Posthuma ('82)
graduated with his M. D. from the
University of Iowa Medical School
and received membership in the
Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical
Society. Richard and his wife, Carol
(Kanis,'SI), and their children,
Rachel (4) and Eric (I), are living in
Rockford, Illinois, during Richard's
three-year family practice residency.
Raymond and Karen (Kuihhe)
Louter ('82, '83) live in Hamilton,
Ontario. Karen works as a teacher
and is also the new Canadian host for
the Back to God Hour's television
program, Faith 20.
Lew and Dawn (Schiehout)
Visscher ('84,'S2) live in Denver,
Colorado, with their two-year-old
daughter Mandy. Lew is a CPA and
a manager for Price Waterhouse.
Dawn is a licensed nursing home ad-
ministrator and the executive direc-
tor of the Christian Living Campus
nursing home.
Willem Dykstra ('83) lives in
Bowmanville, Ontario. In August, he
began a four-month tour of the United
States with a professional Christian
theater company based in S1. Paul,
Minnesota. He hopes to continue
touring in 1992.
Ted and Elizabeth (I'iesma,ex'83)
Van Den Tempel live in Poole, On-
tario, with their children David, Dar-
ryl, Thea, and Sophia. The Van Den
Tempels own and operate a dairy
farm and raise calves for veal and
have laying hens.
Gail (Johnson,'S3) Brandt was
promoted to Administrative Techni-
cian at the U.S. Attorney's Office.
Gail and her husband, John, live in
Sioux City, Iowa, with their son.
David. John is a systems analyst for
the county.
Jack and Marla (Sturing, '83) De
Jager live in Waupun, Wisconsin,
where Jack is employed at the Alto
Dairy corporation. Marla has retired
after three years as a high school
business teacher and five years as a
marketing information systems coor-
dinator and will be a full-time mother
for their son. Jonathan.
Bob and Patti (FInke) Johnson
('84,ex'83) live in Lakewood,
. California, with their children Bobby
(6), Timmy (5), and Charles. Bob is
the principal at Valley Christian
Junior High, and Patti is a
homemaker.
Steve and Marjorie (Jones, '84)
Nelson live in Vancouver,
Washington. After working as an RN
for several years, Marjorie is now a
full-time homemaker. The Nelsons
have two sons: David (2), and Sean.
Bart and Janice (Westra,'84)
Zandstra live in Lynwood, Illinois,
with their children, Brianna (2) and
Brent. Bart is a sales/service
representative for Wonderland Tire.
and Jan teaches private piano and in-
strumental lessons.
Paul Otto ('87) continues his
Ph.D. studies at Indiana University.
Last spring, Paul received an award
from the Colonial Dames Society for
graduate studies in colonial American
history. Paul and his wife, Lynn
(DeKruyf,'84) have two children,
Nathan (4) and Joia.
John and Laura (Apol) Ohhink
('85,'85) live in Davenport, Iowa,
with their children, Jesse and Hanna.
John is a resident at the Family
Medical Center, and Laura is writing
her Ph.D. dissertation in English.
Dave Rozenboom ('85) is a vice-
president/account executive at First
State Bank of South Dakota. His
wife, Tammy, stays home with their
children Katelin (4), Heidi (3), and
Michael.
Gale and Catherine (Slenk) Tien
('85, '85) live in St. Louis, Missouri.
Gale teaches history and geography
and coaches tennis at Westminster
Christian Academy. Catherine
teaches piano lessons and is full-time
mother for their daughter, Mary.
Mick Vanden Bosch ('85) re-
ceived his M.D. from the Univers-
ity of Iowa in '89. After two years
of internal medicine training, he is
now beginnning a residency in
ophthalmology. His wife, Jndy
(VanGelder,ex'87), received her
bachelors degree in nursing and
works in the pediatric intensive care
unit and with the Air Care helicopter
service at the University of Iowa
Hospital.
Susan (Konynenbelt,ex'86)
Elgersma is now working as a fam-
ily physician in Red Deer, Alberta.
Her husband, Warren Elgersma,
teaches Organic Chemistry at Red
Deer College.
Cal and Brenda Bolkema ('86) live
in Davenport, Iowa. with their son,
Joshua Dean. Cal recently took a
position as commodity advisor with
RWA financial services.
Doug and Val (Broek, 'S6)
Venneer live in Pipestone, Min-
nesota, with their children Katie (2),
and Angela (I). Doug has bis own
practice in optometry. and Val is a
homemaker.
Dave and Jan Veldhorst ('S6) live
in Hammond, Indiana. with their son.
James. Dave teaches junior high
social studies in Highland, Indiana.
and Jan is a homemaker and mother.
Dean and Sharla (Elbers)
Broersma ('86,'86) live in Sun-
nyside, Washington. Dean teaches
Spanish part-time at Sunnyside Chris-
tian High and is also a partner in his
father's carpet cleaning business.
Sharla is a part-time special educa-
tion teacher and full-time mom.
Dennis and Desiree (Storteboom)
Kuik ('87,'86) live in Coon Rapids,
Minnesota. Dennis is a social worker
at Andrew Residence, a board and
care facility for the chronically men-
tally ill, in Minneapolis. Desiree is
a senior compensation consultant with
Ernst and Young in Minneapolis. The
Kuiks have one son, Matthew.
Kevin and Joan (Noordhof, '87)
Pasveer live in Calgary, Alberta.
where Joan teaches grade two at
Calgary Christian School. Kevin is in
his final year at the University of
Calgary studying computer science.
James and Karen (Van
Veldhnizen) Verhoeven ('90,'S7)
live in Redlands. California. James
is in his second year of teaching at
Colton High School, and Karen is
teaching her fifth year of fourth
graders at Yucaipa Christian School.
Keith and Tamara (Mnlder)
Fynaardt ('89, '90) live in De Kalb,
Illinois, Keith graduated in May of
1991 with his M.A. in English
Literature from Iowa State Univer-
sity. He is now working on his Ph.D.
at Northern lliinois University where
Tamara is also pursuing her M.A. in
English.
Future Defenders
Henry and Sylvia (Van Ess,'77) Miedema, Sheri Renae, 6/21/91.
Darrell and Rachel (Kreykes) Raih ('79,'79), Danielle Ann, 6/17/91.
Vernon and Patricia (Penning) Droge ('80, '78), Jaelyn Renae, 4/27/91.
Steve and Sue Schans ('79), Holly Marie, 11/16/90.
Darrell and Gretchen (Menzelaar ,'79) Kuipers, Peter Elliot, 5/10/91.
John and Deanne (Vander Zee,'79) Dykstra, Angela Mae, 3/12/91.
Roland and Mary (KIay,'80) Van Zee, Kimberly Jo, 7/4/91.
Gene and Chery De Boer ('80), Danielle Joy, 5/28/91.
Bill and Beth (Friesma,'SO) Gould, Christina Joy-Lynn, 4/4/91.
Jobn and Diane (Vink,ex'81) Bruinsma, Mariah Michelle, 5/17/91.
Tim and Liz (Siebring,'81) Tolkamp, Aaroo Zachary, 7/23/91.
Adriaan and Sharon (Van De Weert,ex'81) Verburg, Heather Lynn, 6/18/91.
Fred and Teresa (Zuidhof,'81) Reitsma, Trevor Ryan, 5/30/91.
Graeme and Panla (Arnold) Dondale ('83,'81), Conor Scott, 5/19/91.
Phil and Barh (Tinklenherg,'81) Bootsma, Charlie Paul, 5/28/91.
Arlin and Sheri (Driesen,ex'8I) Driesen, Andrew Scott, 212/91.
Rug and Sue (Van Holland) Wubhen ('S3,'81), Caleb Drew, 4/1/91.
Lyle and Julia (Vanden Brink) Huisman ('SI,'86), Ashley Marie, 6/16/91.
Harry and Wendy (Zandstra,'82) Pranger, Julie Rebecca, 6/20/91.
Dan and Kathy (PIngers) DeWit ('84,'82), Teresa Lynn, S/6/91.
Randy and Sharolyn (Ruisch) Christians ('87, '82), Matthew Lee, 6/23/91.
Ted and Elizaheth (Tiesma,ex'83) Van Den Tempel, Sofia Elizabeth Eda,
7/12/91.
Doug and Jane (Bnker,'S3) Wondergem, Luke Douglas, 6/19/91.
Jack and Marla (Stnring,'83) DeJager, Jonathan Marc, 5/10/91.
Larry and Linda HIemstra (ex'83), Philip John, 5/14/91.
Jim and Diane (Scholten,'84) VanGorp, Rachel Kae, 4/29/91.
John and Deb (VanderVeen) deGraaf (ex'84, '84), Trevor John, 6/23/91.
Bob and Patti (Fluke) Johnson ('84,ex'83), Charles David, 8/10/91.
Dong and Jennifer Attema ('84), Joshua Mark, 7/8/91.
Steve and Marjorie (Jones,'84) Nelson, Scan, 5/26/91.
Harlan and Ellen Jean (Sluis,'84) Kooima, Jeanie Marie, 1/16/91.
Bartel and Janice (Westra,'84) Zandstra, Brent Peter, 1/9/91.
Brian and Sharla (Eisma,'S4) Gradert, Kameron Riley, 5/19/91.
Paul and Lynn (DeKruyf) Otto ('87,'84), Joia Rose, 5/27/91.
Fred and Carol (Elgersma) Holwerda ('S4,'S5), Anna Sophia and
Frederick ill, 9/20/90.
John and Laura (Apol) Ohbink ('85,'85), Hanna Grayce, 2/10/91.
Carl and Brenda (Bootsma,'S5) Czirr, Micah Carl, 7/22/91.
Dave and Tanuny Rozenboom ('85), Michael David, 7/8/91.
Doug and Sue (HIemstra,'S5) Olson, Stephen Douglas, 5/10/91.
Mark and Lisa (DeWit) Christians ('S5,'85), Emily Katherine, 5/1/91.
Gale and Catherine (Slenk) Tien ('85,'S5), Mary Catherine, 1110/91.
Cal and Brenda Bolkema ('86), Joshua Dean, 1130/91.
Doug and Val (Broek,'86) Vermeer, Angela Beth, 8/8/90.
Dave and Jan Veldhorst ('S6), James David.
Dean and Sharla (Elbers) Broersma ('86,'86), Kaitlyn Elizabeth, 517/91.
Dennis and Desiree (Stortehoom) Kuik ('S7, 'S6), Matthew Timothy, 4/5/91.
Russ and Caroline (Antonides) Theune ('87,'87), Nathan Philip, 4/8/91.
Ron and Karen (Wiersma) DeBoer ('87, 'S7), Samantha Justine, 4/IS/91.
Kevin and Jolene (Sjaardema,ex '88) Bogue, Jamison Kristopher, 3/27/91.
Ken and Taml (Davids) Graves ('88,'89), Kayla Anne, 4/1191.




We at Dordt College are interested in hearing how you
are doing and what kinds of events are happening in
your life. Please fill out the coupon below and mail to:
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October 18, 8:00 p.m., Sofia Chamber Orchestra
October 25, 8:00 p.m., Fall Music Festival
November 5, 8:00 p.m., Sioux County Orchestra
November 11, 8:00 p.m., Jones & Co. Concert
November 17, 2:30 p.m., Guest Voice Recital
Karl Kaiser
November 19, 8:00 p.m., Four Live Bones Concert
November 22, 3:00 p.m., Junior Recital
Jody Vander Lugt
November 22-24, Orchestra Tour
December 5, 8:00 p.m., Senior Recital
Bret Dorhout
December 6-7, 7:00 p.m., Festive
Christmas Dinner
December 8, 2:30 p.m., Choral/Orchestra
Christmas Concert
December 19, 8:00 p.m., Instrumental Christmas
Concert
Art
October 7-November 2, "Underwater
Photography" by Sarah Bunge
November 8-December 22, Exhibit by
Jacob Van Wyk
Theatre
October 26, 7:00 p.m., Play: "The Boys
Next Door"
October 29-November 2, 8:00 p.m., "The Boys
Next Door"
November 6-9, 8:00 p.m., "The Boys Next Door"
November 16, 8:00 p.m., Play: Nutcracker
November 23, 8:00 p.m., Dramatic Reading
of "Vigil"
December 6-7, 9:00 p.m., One-act plays
Sports (home games)
October 22, 3:00 p.m., Soccer vs. Briar Cliff November 26, 7:00 p.m., Women's basketball vs.
October 26, 1:00 p.m., Soccer vs. South Dakota Wesleyan
Dakota State November 29, 7:30 p.m., Women's basketball vs.
November 4, 7:00 p.m., Women's volleyball vs. Grandview
Wayne State December 4, 7:00 p.m., Women's basketball vs.
November 13, 16, Women's volleyball districts Buena Vista
November 16, 7:30 p.m., Men's basketball vs. December 7, 7:30 p.m., Men's basketball vs.
Northwestern Dakota Wesleyan
November 19, 7:30 p.m., Men's basketball vs. December 14, 7:30 p.m., Men's basketball vs. Dana
Grandview 5:30 p.m., Women's basketball vs. Dakota State
Lectures
November 14, 3:30 p.m. & 7:30 p.m. Staley Lecture Series, Arthur Holmes
Campus Activities
October 25, Campus visit day
October 26, Parents' day
October 27, 7:00 p.m., Reformation worship service
October 29, 8:00 p.m., Whiteheart concert
November 1, 8:00 p.m., Travelogue/'Africa
Camera Safari"
November 8, Campus visit day
November 10, 9:00 p.m., Student poetry and
fiction reading
November 18, 4:00-9:30 p.m., International Day
November 22, 8:00 p.m., Travelogue/"Montana"
December 6, Campus visit day
Editorial Committee
Sally Jongsma, editor
Tiffany Hoskins, student assistant
Lavonne Bolkema, writer
Dorthea Groenendyk, writer
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